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E-BERK was established in 2002 as a private entity in Ankara-Turkey. The company 
has an extensive experience in tunneling and foundation technologies. The facility 
is located in an industrial zone with a closed area of 18.000 m² in a total area of 
48.000 m². TBM production, assembly and refurbishment are performed at the 
facility by using high-tech equipment and machines as well as qualified staff.

TBM cutting tools like disc cutters, scrapers, buckets, knives and tail brushes as 
well as other tools and parts are produced at our mechanical production line 
which is equipped with the high precision CNC machines, machining centers and 
universal machines.
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E-Berk performs geological analysis and manufactures tailor made TBM spare 
parts for tunnel projects. The production portfolio ranges from Ø 7” to Ø 21” disc 
cutters both with replaceable ring and monoblock body, rippers with carbide 
inserts, scrapers, buckets, and cutting knives suitable for all TBM brands available 
in the market.
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The complete Cutter head can be designed, manufactured and dressed in 
accordance with the geological requirement.

The full machining of the cutter head body is performed by sophisticated CNC 
machines at our mechanical production line.

YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER
FOR TBM

In-house heat treatmeent facility provides 
brazing, quenching and tempering processes 
to achieve optimum physical properties of 
spare parts, disc cutters and cutting tools. 
Welding and assembly operations are 
performed as per the internationally accepted 
specifications and qualified staff.

Cutter Head
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Disc Cutters

E-Berk produces a wide range of disc cutters to be used at different ground 
conditions. This includes monoblok or assembled (replaceable) single, double, tripple 
disc cutters and center cutters, in sizes from Ø 7” to Ø 21” as compatible for all TBMs.
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E-Berk is a global supplier for TBM (Tunnel Boring Machines) disc cutters, cutting 
tools and other parts since 2002. We serve 30+ countries world wide in 4 
continents.
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Disc cutters are manufactured 
from forged alloy steel at our 

machining facility by using 
solid model program and 
inspected by 3D CMM to 

ensure the quality.
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Forged alloy steel disc cutters are machined in-house by using solid model 
program and inspected by 3D-CMM to ensure quality. The verification tests for 
pressure and torque values are performed upon the completion of disc cutter 
assembly. Disc cutters are used in either mixed ground or hard rock ground 
mechanized boring.

We provide cost-effective and high performance disc cutters by using innovative 
bearing design, sealing and proper cutter ring fabrication techniques.

Copy Disc Cutter
Single Monoblock Disc Cutter
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Cutting Tools with Tungsten Carbide inserts like ripper, scraper, bucket, knife and 
ring cutters etc. for special ground applications can also be manufactured as 
compatible for all TBMs.
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Tools with tungsten carbide insert are mainly used in soft ground or mixed 
grounds mechanized boring. On soft ground boring, disc cutters and inserts are 
the primary cutting tools used on the machine. While on mixed ground boring, 
tools with carbide insert are used together with the disc cutter for an effective 
boring. Most cutters are inserted with Tungsten carbide for performance increase 
as tungsten carbide is worn out slower that the cutter body.

Soft ground tools with special 
dimension and shapes can be 
designed and produced based 

on the customer request.
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E- BERK produces high quality Multi-Purpose Tunnel Service Vehicles (MSV) and 
they can be customized within the scope of your projects.
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We produce accessories and equipment such as tail skin brushes, pipe brake, 
vacuum lifter, californian switch, rolling stock, multi service vehicle, grout mixers 
as per your requirement as well as fixing and support parts for the cutters.

Accessories and
Equipment
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www.e-berk.com e-berk@e-berk.com +90 312 267 48 48 

ISO 9001:2015


